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Introduction – GW emission
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae
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Figure 4. Schematic overview of the regions of hydrodynamical activity. In
Section 3.4 we investigate the contribution to the total GW signal from three
di↵erent layers. The PNS, indicated by the shaded red area, is divided into
two layers: Layer A includes the convectively unstable region in the PNS
(layer A1) and the overshooting layer A2 directly above it. The boundary
between the convective layer and the overshooting layer is indicated by a
dashed curve within layer A. The second layer, layer B, extends from the top
of the overshooting region and out to the PNS surface, defined by a fiducial
density of 1010 g cm 3. Layer C extends from the PNS surface to the outer
boundary of our simulation volume. Layer C therefore includes the post-
shock region, the standing accretion shock (indicated by the blue line), and
the pre-shock region. Formal definitions of the boundaries between layers
are given on the right hand side, see Section 3.4 for details.
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Figure 5. Turbulent mass flux fm (blue curve) for model s27, calculated
192 ms after core bounce. The shaded region indicates the convectively
unstable region and the overshooting layer, which are lumped together as
layer A (see Fig. 4).

analysed with some care. Since we plot the square of the Fourier
coe�cients one can not add the values of layers A, B, and C to-
gether and recover the value for the total signal. In addition, arte-
facts can arise due to e↵ects at the boundaries between layers, as
in the case of model s20 (top right panel of Fig. 6). There is an
artificially strong peak at 160 Hz, particularly from layer B. We
have confirmed that shifting the boundary between layers A and B
inwards reduces this peak significantly. The exact values of the low-
frequency amplitudes are sensitive to the boundary definition, but
the fact that all three layers contribute to emission below 250 Hz
is robust. The high-frequency component is less a↵ected by such
artefacts since the high-frequency emission is mostly confined to
layer A.

The results of this dissection of the contributions to the in-
tegral in Eq. (6) are somewhat unexpected. The high-frequency
emission mostly stems from aspherical mass motions in layer A
and there is only a minor contribution from layer B, which has
been posited as the crucial region for GW emission during the pre-
explosion phase in works based on 2D simulations (Marek et al.
2009; Murphy et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2013). Aspherical mass
motions in layer C hardly contribute to this component at all.

By contrast, all three regions contribute to the low-frequency
signal (i.e. emission at frequencies lower than 250 Hz) to a sim-
ilar degree. This is also surprising if the dominant frequency of
this component appears to be set by the SASI as speculated before.
In this case, one might expect that the fluid motions responsible
for GW emission are propagating waves in layer C and perhaps
layer B, where the conversion of vorticity perturbations into acous-
tic perturbations occurs in the SASI feedback cycle.

3.5 Origin of High-Frequency Emission

What do these findings imply about the physical mechanisms that
give rise to GW emission and determine their frequency? Let us
first address the high-frequency signal. Recent 2D studies have con-
nected GW emission at &500 Hz to oscillatory modes (g-modes)
excited either in the PNS surface (layer B) from above by down-
flows impinging onto the PNS (Marek et al. 2009; Murphy et al.
2009; Müller et al. 2013), or from below by PNS convection
(Marek et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2012a, 2013). Prior to shock re-
vival, the excitation of oscillations by mass motions in the gain
layer was found to be dominant, with PNS convection taking over
as the dominant excitation mechanism only after the onset of the
explosion (Müller et al. 2012a, 2013). The typical angular fre-
quency of such processes is roughly given by the Brunt-Väisälä
frequency, N, in the convectively stable region between the gain
region and the PNS convection zone,
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where cs is the sound speed. Müller et al. (2013) further investi-
gated the dependence of this frequency on the mass M, the radius
R, and the surface temperature T of the PNS to explain the secu-
lar increase of N during the contraction of the PNS and a tendency
towards higher frequencies for more massive neutron stars.

Our results confirm that the peak frequency of the high-
frequency GW emission is still set by the Brunt-Väisälä frequency
in 3D and therefore point to a similar role of buoyancy forces in de-
termining the spectral structure of the high-frequency component.
As shown in Fig. 7 for model s27, we find very good agreement
between the peak GW frequency, fpeak, and the Brunt-Väisälä fre-
quency, N, calculated at the outer boundary of the overshooting
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The most likely nearby CC 
event is from a 

non-rotating progenitor 
(neutrino-driven)

The proto-neutron star (PNS) 
is the source of most of the 

GW emission



Gravitational wave signal (Supernovae)
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae
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Fig. 1.— In each set of panels, we plot, top; gravitational wave amplitude of plus mode A+ [cm], bottom; the characteristic wave strain
in frequency-time domain h̃ in a logarithmic scale which is over plotted by the expected peak frequency Fpeak (black line denoted by “A”).
“B” indicates the low frequency component. The component “A” is originated from the PNS g-mode oscillation (Marek & Janka 2009;
Müller et al. 2013). The component “B” is considered to be associated with the SASI activities (see Sec. 3). Left and right panels are for
TM1 and SFHx, respectively. We mention that SFHx (left) and TM1 (right) are softer and stiffer EoS models, respectively.

Fig. 2.— Snapshots of the entropy distribution (kB baryon−1) for models SFHx and TM1 (top left; Tpb = 150 ms of SFHx, top right;
Tpb = 237 ms of SFHx, bottom left; Tpb = 358 ms of SFHx, bottom right; Tpb = 358 ms of TM1). The contours on the cross sections in
the x = 0 (back right), y = 0 (back left), and z = 0 (bottom) planes are, respectively projected on the sidewalls of the graphs. The 90◦

wedge on the near side is excised to see the internal structure. Note that to see the entropy structure clearly in each dynamical phase, we
change the maximum entropy in the colour bar as smax = 16, 20 and 22 kB baryon−1 for Tpb = 150, 237 and 358 ms, respectively.
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E. Müller et al.: Parametrized 3D models of neutrino-driven supernova explosions
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Fig. 11. The four panels show the gravitational wave amplitudes (top) and spectrograms of dEM/dν (bottom; normalized to the absolute maximum)
arising from non-spherical mass flow of models W15-2 (top left), W15-4 (top right), L15-2 (bottom left), and L15-3 (bottom right), respectively.
Blue curves give the amplitude A+ at the pole (solid) and the equator (dotted), while red curves show the other independent mode of polarization A×
from the same directions.

resulting from the square of the sum of the matter and neu-
trino parts, contributes <∼10% to the total radiated GW energy,
and the pure neutrino term <∼1%. Figure 14 also shows that the
(small) contribution of anisotropic neutrino emission to the ra-
diated GW energy is enhanced at late times when proto-neutron
star convection occurs below the neutrinosphere, as it is the case
for models W15-4 and in particular N20-2.

The variation of the total GW amplitudes with observer an-
gle is illustrated in Fig. 15 for model W15-4 at 1.3 s (when the
simulation was stopped). Both the amplitude variations and the
typical angular size of the speckled GW emission are similar for

all other simulated models. The model-independent level of the
amplitude variations is also supported by Fig. 12 when compar-
ing various amplitudes at any given (late) time.

The (normalized) amplitude spectrograms of the total gravi-
tational wave amplitudes (d(A+,× + Rh+,×)/dν; Figs. 16 and 17)
illustrate two model-independent findings. Firstly, during the hy-
drodynamically vigorous pre-explosion and post-explosion ac-
cretion phases (0.2 <∼ t <∼ 0.5−0.7 s) the spectra of all models
are characterized by some power at low frequencies (<∼100 Hz)
and a broad power maximum at frequencies ∼200 Hz and an-
other weak one at ∼800 Hz. The latter broad maximum at high
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• Arches with raising frequency associated 
with g-modes of the PNS

• Observed systematically in all simulations 
(2D and 3D)

• If SASI is present, additional SASI modes.



Motivation
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

Parameter estimation for binary black hole mergers.

B. P. Abbott et al. (LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration) Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 061102

Template 
Bank

Bayesian 
Inference

250,000 templates!



Motivation

Simulation
templates

GW observations & data analysis

Supernova modelling
• Sophisticated microphysics
• Computational challenges
• Progenitor uncertainties
• …

Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae



Motivation

GW observations & data analysis

Supernova modelling
• Sophisticated microphysics
• Computational challenges
• Progenitor uncertainties
• …

GW/mode frequency
• Surface gravity (M/R2)
• Central density
• PNS surface temperature
• …

Simulation templates 
+ mode analysis

Phenomenological
parameterized

templates

Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae



Proto-neutron star oscillations
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

Linear perturbations of a spherical background

• Simplified background: Reisenegger & Goldreich 1992, Ferrari et al 2003, 2004, 

Passamonti et al 2005, Krüger et al 2015, Camelio et al 2017

• Background based on simulations (f, p and w modes): Sotani et al 2017

• Background from simulations + Cowling approximation (g,f,p-modes):                       

Torres-Forné et al 2018a

• Background from simulations + lapse perturbations: Morozova et al 2018

• Torres-Forné et al 2018b  (arXiv:1806.11366)

• Space-time perturbations (lapse and conformal factor)

• Quadrupolar modes (l=2) 

• Quasi-radial (l=0) oscillations of deformed stars

• Boundary conditions at the shock location

GREAT = General Relativistic Eigenmode Analysis Tool
https://www.uv.es/cerdupa/codes/GREAT/



Linear perturbation analysis – Spacetime perturbations
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

Linear perturbations of a spherical 
background

Procedure:

• 2D simulation with GW emission

• Angular averages to generate 1D 
profiles

• Linear perturbation analysis à
Calculation of eigenfrequencies
and eigenfunctions

• Classification of eigenmodes: 
p/f/g-modes

• Comparison with GW from 
simulation



Numerical simulations
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

Obergaulinger M., Just O., Aloy M. Á., 2018, J. Phys.G. in press, Cerdá-Durán P., DeBrye N., Aloy M. A., Font J. A., Obergaulinger M., 2013, ApJ, 779, L18.



What are p/g/f-modes?
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

: Lamb frequency

Cox 1980

Acoustic wave region

Gravity wave 
region

Acoustic wave region:

Gravity wave region:

Propagation diagram

: Brunt-Väisälä frequency



What are p/g/f-modes?
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

Cox 1980

Acoustic wave region

Gravity wave 
region
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p/g/f-modes in real life
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

TF et al 2018b 35OC, 1.3 s post-bounce



p/g/f-modes in real life
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

TF et al 2018b 35OC, 1.3 s post-bounce
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Mode classification - Cowling
In TF 2018a, we perform a automatic classification based on the number of nodes (n) and 
on their origin, namely gravity modes (g-modes) and acoustic modes (p-modes).

Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae



Mode classification - ESO
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

TF et a 2018b

p-modes

g-modes

f-mode?

s20, SFHo EOS 

ESO classification scheme (Eckart 1960, Sculflaire 1974, Osaki 1975) improves Cowling 
classification scheme 



Mode classification – ESO 
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

TF et a 2018b s20, SFHo EOS 

Avoided crossings correspond to trapped modes interacting with each other.
ESO scheme misclassifies modes across these crossings.

Avoided crossings



Mode classification – Matching 
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

Torres-Forné et a 2018b s20, SFHo EOS 

- Based on similarity of eigenfunctions (see Torres-Forné et al 2018b for details)
- Partially supervised (semi-automatic):

- Reproduce features
of decoupled g/p
modes

- Recovers ESO
classes for high/low
frequencies

- p-modes are integer
multiples of the f-
mode



Eigen-mode morphology
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

surface g-modes

Torres-Forné et a 2018b (35OC model) p-modesf-mode

N2

core g-modes



Frequency / n+1

P –modes vs f-mode
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae



Comparison with the simulation
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

- Lowest-order core g-mode (2g1) is 
the dominant mode

- 2g2 also visible
- Hints of the f-mode 

Lowest order modes are dominant



Comparison with the simulation - Rotation
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae

35OC is fast rotating (strong deformations)
SASI develops during simulation

Lowest order modes are dominant

f/p modes excited (due to SASI?)

Is the SASI mode the f-mode?

- Lowest-order core g-mode (2g1) is the
dominant mode

- f and p-modes visible
- Fundamental l=0 mode visible
- Uncertainties due to rotation



Space-time perturbations (lapse and conformal factor) are needed to:
- Match GW behaviour at late times (higher compactness)
- Get the correct behaviour of the fundamental quasi-radial (l=0) mode at BH 

formation
- Shift perturbation not needed for the non-rotating case but may be important in 

the case of rotation.

Effect of space – time perturbations
Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae



Parameter estimation

•Which information can we extract from the 
measurement of the frequency evolution?

• Are there Universal relations between PNS 
parameters and the mode frequencies?



Parameter estimation

• Set of 1D simulations (18) 
• 6 different EOS
• 2 different gravity treatment
• Progenitor masses from 11.2 to 75 Msun
• Solar metallicity + u20 

• AENUS code
• No GW emission (1D)
• Computation and classification of eigenmodes
• TF et al (2018) in preparation



Fundamental relations?

• g-modes scale with surface gravity

• f-mode scale with sqrt of mean density

• These relations can be used for the inversion
problem

• Can we measure M and R independently
(with detector noise)?

Preliminary

A+B MPNS/RPNS2 + C (MPNS/RPNS2)2

A+B sqrt(MPNS/RPNS3)



Fundamental relations?

• g-modes scale with surface gravity

• f-mode scale with sqrt of mean density

• p-mode scale with surface gravity but
require a second order fit to reduce
dispersion

• These relations can be used for the inversion
problem

• Can we measure M and R independently
(with detector noise)?

Preliminary

A+B MPNS/RPNS2 + C (MPNS/RPNS2)2



Conclusions – Open questions

• Is it always a mode (2g1) the dominant mode in the GW
emission? (3D?)

• Are there sources of confusion? (e.g. convection)

• Are the SASI-mode and the f-mode the same?

• Is the f-mode always excited by SASI?

• Do universal relations hold for 2D/3D simulations?

• What are the typical mode energies in simulations (2D/3D)?

Asteroseismology of core-collapse supernovae



Upcoming GR22/Amaldi13 conference in Valencia

www.gr22amaldi13.com
We hope to see you all in Valencia in July 2019 !

Thanks for your attention!




